ACR Solar International Corp “Skyline” Solar Water Heating Systems
Skyline Systems are ideal for San Joaquin solar water heating program and Commercial Applications
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The Central Valley has many areas not serviced by a natural gas pipeline network because it is so spread out. As
a result, many families are forced to use much more expensive electricity or propane to heat water for everyday
use. An excellent rebate program exists for natural gas users that, until now, was not available for users of Propane
for solar water heating systems.
ACR Solar is Excited that the CPUC is seeking affordable options to help families with high energy bills in the
Valley and that a new program is to be rolled out in 170 disadvantaged communities there.
On its own, Solar Thermal usually produces over 3 times the energy of PV in thermal terms so better use of roof
space is achieved by solar water heating systems than by solar electric (PV) systems. PV cannot reduce Propane
or Natural Gas pollution, so PV and Solar water heating are an ideal combination!
The ACR Solar Water Heating System is the ideal solar water heating system because it is lighter in weight, safer
and easier to install. For over 21 years, ACR Solar has manufactured the popular light weight and attractive
collector called the “Skyline” 10-01 and 20-01 in Carmichael CA.
“After 39 years in solar thermal, I am delighted to be able to serve families in San Joaquin Valley with our Skyline
Solar Water Heater manufactured right here in nearby Carmichael” Skyline Inventor Al C. Rich said.
Commercial Solar Water Heating can be a very Smart Investment for Businesses!
With a 30% Federal Tax Credit, a large CSI Rebate, Federal Accelerated Depreciation, State Depreciation, and
increased CAP rates, Solar water heating is an extraordinary investment for many businesses! Skyline®
Commercial collectors come in a variety of colors to blend with your building's exterior. The lightweight
collectors have 40% less weight resulting in fewer loading and structural issues. Skyline® collectors can be
installed without roof penetrations and can be easily moved to another building if the business relocates.
SolarRoofs.com offers a wide range of water storage and control options that can be tailored to specific
applications.
Commercial Skyline® collectors are available with the absorber tubes going through the end of the collectors. Up
to 5 “throughput” collectors can be connected end to end. Fed from the center, collectors can be used for a run up
to 144’ with no return lines needed.
A solar water heater supplements and preheats existing water heating system to reduce utility bills. A full backup
system is required to be in place on cloudy days. In the summer, with the sun high in the sky and less clouds,
systems provide more energy per month than the cloudier winter season where the sun in much lower in the
horizon.
For more information, please contact Al Rich at (916) 481-7200

